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1. Introduction

Derivational morphology is one of the major mechanisms of word formation cross-linguistically. Across many different languages, word stems (e.g. happy, speak) are combined with derivational morphemes (e.g. -ness, -er in English) to express new meanings and create new entries in the mental lexicon (e.g. happiness, speaker). On-line language comprehension requires the listener to recognise the semantic and syntactic properties of these words, and associate them with their corresponding lexical representations. Recent research in English suggests that the neurocognitive processing of derived words primarily reflects their properties as whole forms (Bozic, Tyler, Su, Wingfield, & Marslen-Wilson, 2013), and does not invoke the left-lateralised decompositional mechanisms that are central to the processing of inflectionally complex forms (Bozic, Tyler, Ives, Randall, & Marslen-Wilson, 2010; Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 2007). Here we investigate the processing of derivationally complex words in Polish, to test the cross-linguistic validity of the claims made for derived forms in English.

1.1. Background

Recent neuroimaging studies in English and Polish (Bozic et al., 2010; Szlachta, Bozic, Jelowicka, & Marslen-Wilson, 2012) provide evidence that spoken language comprehension engages two joint but functionally distinguishable neurobiological systems: a distributed bilateral system, which supports general perceptual and interpretative processes underpinning speech comprehension, and a left hemisphere (LH) fronto-temporal system, selectively tuned to the processing of combinatorial grammatical sequences. In the morphological domain, the LH system is activated by regularly inflected forms – English words like played or yards and Polish words like sklepem ‘shop, Instr’ or czytam ‘I read’. These words, combining a stem with an inflectional suffix, selectively activate the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) on the left but not on the right.

In these earlier studies, we contrasted this linguistically-specific source of processing complexity with more general perceptual processing complexity generated by the presence of an onset-embedded stem – for example, English words like claim, with the embedded pseudostem clay, or Polish words like kwitnie ‘[it] blooms’ with the embedded pseudostem kwit ‘receipt’. The perceptual competition generated by these forms, as competing members of the same word-initial cohort (Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Zhuang, Tyler, Randall, Stamatakis, & Marslen-Wilson, 2012), triggered a symmetric bilateral fronto-temporal pattern of activation, consistent with the engagement of the hypothesized bihemispheric system.
In a subsequent study (Bozic et al., 2013) we addressed the question of whether derivationally complex words in English engage the LH system in the same way as inflected forms, which would imply similarly decompositional processing and storage, or whether (and to what extent) they engage the distributed bihemispheric system, consistent with whole-form, non-compositional accounts. These questions relate to long-standing issues in the psycholinguistic literature about the role of morphemic structure in the processing and representation of derivationally complex words, with some accounts arguing for across-the-board stem-suffix decomposition (e.g., Taft, 2004); others emphasising the role of semantic compositionality and affix productivity in determining whether a complex word is stored in decompositional format (Bertram, Schreuder, & Baayen, 2000; Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, Waksler, & Older, 1994) or as whole forms (e.g., Butterworth, 1983) but with preserved morphological structure for transparent words with productive suffixes (Clahsen, Sonnenstuhl, & Blevins, 2003; Marslen-Wilson, 2007).

To address these issues in a neurocognitive context, using fMRI, the Bozic et al. (2013) study systematically varied the semantic transparency and the affix productivity of sets of English derived words, forming a gradient of potential decomposability from semantically opaque forms with either non-productive or productive suffixes, such as *breath* or *archer*, to semantically transparent forms with a productive suffix, such as *bravely* or *farmer*, using morphologically simple words like *giraffe* as controls. The results showed no evidence for selective activation of the LH system that reflects perceptual competition between the derived word and its onset-form as a whole and reflected the demands associated with perceptual processing systems.

It was noteworthy, however, that no increase in activation was seen for the *bravely*-type transparent words, which patterned with simple forms like *giraffe*. This suggests that transparently derived words with productive affixes are not competitors to their embedded stems, implying a structured overlap between the two lexical representations (such that evidence for *brave* is also treated as potential evidence for *bravely*). This is consistent with the view that associated derivational word-formation with stored whole word representations, but where constituent morphological structure may be encoded for semantically transparent forms with productive affixes (Bozic & Marslen-Wilson, 2010; Clahsen et al., 2003; Marslen-Wilson, 2007).

1.2. Cross-linguistic implications

The results from English suggest that the processing of derived forms is driven by the demands of accessing a whole word representation in the presence of competing alternatives, and is primarily supported by the distributed bilateral system. This points to a strong distinction between inflectional and derivational morphology, with inflectional morphemes triggering decompositional linguistic processes, while derivational morphemes play their role as part of the whole word representations for each derived lexeme.

The cross-linguistic applicability of such a claim needs to be carefully examined, given the properties of inflectional and derivational morphological systems in English. In particular, inflectional morphology in English has a limited distribution, especially in the nominal system where the only inflectional morpheme is the plural {*-s*}. This means that the derived stem (base stem plus derivational affix) and the whole word are generally the same phonological form, with no additional linguistic complexities. This contrasts with languages like Polish, where every noun, whether derivationally complex or not, is inflectionally marked for case, number, and gender. The neuter nominal form *badanie*, ‘inspection’, for example, from *badać*, ‘to inspect’, breaks down into the derived stem *bad-ani*, made up of the verbal root *bad-* with the derivational suffix {*-ani-}, combined with the inflectional morpheme {*-e*} that marks the nominative case for a neuter singular noun.

On the view that inflectional morphemes do engage decompositional LH systems, and given that all derivational forms in Polish, whether verbs or nouns, carry inflectional markers, this means that derived stems in Polish will occur in a much more decompositional and left-lateralised processing environment than in English. In this study we ask whether, nonetheless, derivational complexity in Polish has the same neurocognitive hallmarks as in English, with no selective involvement of LH systems when derivational morphemes are present, and where the chief processing correlates reflect perceptual competition between the derived form and its onset-embedded base stem (or pseudo-stem),1 engaging bihemispheric processing systems.

1.3. Derivational complexity in Polish: Experimental considerations

The rich derivational system in Polish contains many nouns, typically formed using derivational suffixes. Here we focus on a set of four regular and productive suffixes {*-k*, {-anie}|-enie}, {*-ość*} and {*-arz*}, on the assumption that these are most likely to show decompositional processing similar to inflected words.

The suffix {-k} is a diminutive suffix that makes a noun-to-noun modification, and indicates small size or positive emotional value. It is highly productive and can be applied to almost any noun, with the form of the suffix varying according to the gender of the base word – e.g., [-ek] or [-ik] for masculine nouns, as in *papierék*, ‘little piece of paper’, from *papier*, ‘piece of paper’; [-ka] for feminine nouns, as in *zabka*, ‘little frog’, from *zaba*, ‘frog’; [-ko] for neuter nouns, as in *pudło* ‘little box’, from *pudło*, ‘box’. There are occasional (regular) stem alternations during this modification (as in *pudło-pudło*). The suffix {-anie}|-enie transforms verbs into nouns, similar to the English gerund (e.g., [-ing] in *swimming*), and is modulated by the phonological properties of the verb stem, as in *czytanie*, ‘reading’, from *czytać*, ‘to read’; or *karmienie*, ‘feeding’, from *karmić*, ‘to feed’. It applies to almost all verbs, apart from modals, and the resulting derived forms are usually transparent in meaning. The suffix {-ość}, |{-arz}| transforms adjectives into nouns, similar to English *-ness* (as in *happiness*). It is also a common suffix, and applies to almost all adjectives – for example, *młodość*, ‘youth’, from *młody*, ‘young’, and *zyczyliwość*, ‘kindness’, from *zyczyliwy*, ‘kind’. The final suffix, {-arz}, can attach to verbs or nouns, with effects similar to the English agentive suffix {-er}, as in *worker*. An example of deverbal derivation is *malarz*, ‘painter’, from *malować*, ‘to paint’. Denominative derivations include forms such as *lalkarz*, ‘puppet maker’, from *lalka*, ‘puppet’.2

We used these four suffixes to create Polish versions of three critical conditions from the earlier study in English (Bozic et al., 2013). These were a semantically transparent productive affix condition (analogous to the *bravely*|*farmer* set in English), a semantically opaque productive affix condition (analogous to the opaque
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1 Each mapping onto its own whole-word representation

2 Both {-ość} and {-arz} forms have a null morpheme in the nominative case but acquire overt inflectional morphemes in other cases. As shown in Szlachta et al. (2012), Polish nouns engage LH fronto-temporal systems linked to decompositional processing, whether or not the case inflection is overtly marked. We therefore expect all stimuli here to be treated as equivalently inflectionally complex.
productive archer set in English), and a derivationally simple condition, where the stimuli contain neither a potential stem nor a derivational suffix (analogous to the English giraffe set) (Table 1).3 An example of the semantically opaque condition, where the meaning of the derived word is unrelated to the meaning of the stem, is the form smoczek, ‘dummy/pacifier’, where the pseudostem smok means ‘dragon’ and the phonological change k->cz is a regular diminutive alternative. An example of the simple condition is the word kapusta, ‘cabbage’, containing neither an embedded stem nor a derivational morpheme (although bearing an inflectional suffix, the nominative feminine [-].)

This set of contrasts allows us to test two hypotheses about the processing and representation of Polish derived stems. If the markedly more decompositional environment of Polish – due to the prevalence and richness of Polish inflectional morphology – affects the processing of derived stems such that they are also processed and represented decompositionaly, then semantically transparent (and possibly also opaque) derivations should elicit increased activation in the LH fronto-temporal system compared to non-derived words. This result would differ from the English findings and point to significant differences between language processing mechanisms in different linguistic environments. On the other hand, if the results reflect demands on general perceptual processing due to increased cohort-type competition between a derived stem and its onset-embedded base stem (or pseudostem), similar to English derivations, then we should see bilateral effects for opaque and transparent derived words, but not accompanied by differential left-lateralized fronto-temporal effects.

These hypotheses were examined in an fMRI study, run on 22 native speakers of Polish, and using sparse imaging to avoid scanner noise during stimulus presentation. Participants were asked to listen attentively to the stimuli and to perform an occasional one-back memory task, intended to maintain attention. To isolate lexical processing from lower-level auditory processing, we used musical rain (MuR) – an acoustic baseline closely matched to speech in terms of its temporal envelope and overall energy, but which does not induce a phonetic percept.

2. Results

Based on previous research (Binder et al., 1997; Bozic et al., 2010; Szlachta et al., 2012; Tyler & Marslen-Wilson, 2008) we focused on bilateral fronto-temporal areas as the volume of interest for the analyses. A mask consisting of bilateral temporal lobes (superior, middle and inferior temporal gyri, angular gyrus), inferior frontal gyri (pars orbitalis, pars opercularis, pars triangularis), insula and the anterior cingulate was constructed using WFU Pickatlas.

To establish the network that supports complex acoustic processing we subtracted null events from the acoustic baseline (MuR) and saw two clusters, one covering left middle and superior temporal gyri, Rolandioc operculum and Heschl’s gyrus, and the other the same areas on the right. Activation coordinates are given in the Supplement (Table S2).

The activity specifically related to lexical processing was extracted by contrasting words with the MuR baseline. This contrast revealed three significant clusters (Fig. 1a and Table 2a). The largest cluster included left middle and superior temporal gyri, left superior temporal pole and the LIFG (BA 47). The second cluster was in the right hemisphere, including middle and superior temporal gyri and superior temporal pole. The third cluster was in the left fusiform gyrus. The selective activation in LIFG (but not in RIFG) parallels the results in the earlier study (Szlachta et al., 2012), where all Polish forms (inflected verbs and nouns) activated left BA 47 (extending into BA 45). As in the previous study, all three word conditions activated the LIFG equally.

To test for differences between the three word conditions, the MuR baseline was subtracted from each condition and the resulting activations compared in a repeated measures ANOVA with added subject-specific effects. This analysis showed two significant clusters of differential activations (Fig. 1b (red overlay) and Table 2b). One was in the right middle and superior temporal gyri, the other in the left middle temporal gyrus. Plots of activation for the three conditions at the peak coordinates (Fig. 1c) show a comparable pattern in the two clusters – opaque words elicited stronger activation than either transparent or simple words. These results were confirmed by individual contrasts for each pair of conditions. No differential effects were seen in the LIFG, even at the lowest threshold.

To investigate whether these effects were linked to perceptual competition between the derived stems and their onset-embedded base stems, as suggested by previous findings in English, we tested for modulation of activity as a function of the degree of lexical competition. Competition was expressed as the ratio of the form frequencies of the derived word and its embedded stem or pseudostem, in transparent and opaque nouns (e.g., zabka/zaba; kanapka/kanapa), and entered as a parametric modulator. We found significant effects in bilateral middle and superior temporal gyri (Table 2c), in regions that overlapped with the sites of differential activation between the three conditions (see green overlays in Fig. 1b). Analysing the effects of competition in transparent and opaque conditions separately, however, we found that the opaque derivations drive the observed bilateral temporal activation, and
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3 Because of the absence of full distributional information for Polish morphemes, it was not feasible to also construct well-defined stimulus sets with unproductive affixes.

### Table 1
Experimental conditions and sample stimuli (embedded stems, where present, are in parentheses).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Suffix Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semantically transparent</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-k- pudełko, ‘little box’ (pudło, ‘box’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-aniej-enie czytanie, ‘reading’ (czytać, ‘to read’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-ośń młodost, ‘youth’, młody, ‘young’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-arz łalkarz, ‘puppet maker’, łalka, ‘puppet’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantically opaque</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-k- kanapka, ‘sandwich’ (kanapa, ‘couch’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-aniej-enie kazanie, ‘sermon’ (kazan, ‘tell’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-ośń miosis, ‘nausea’ (mdły, ‘fuzzy’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-arz sekretarz, ‘secretary’ (sekrét, ‘secret’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>No suffix kapusta, ‘cabbage’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>chirurg, ‘surgeon’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>gitara, ‘guitar’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>telewizor, ‘TV’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
fully account for the competition effects reported in Table 2c and Fig. 1b. No significant competition effects were seen for the transparent forms, despite the fact that both conditions exhibited a similar range of competition values (.06–.96 for the transparent; .02–.99 for the opaque), with no difference between them [F(1,119) = .387, p > .1].

3. Discussion

This experiment investigated the processing consequences of derivational complexity in Polish, providing a cross-linguistic perspective on the neurocognitive processes observed for English derivation. We compared the processing of derivationally complex
transparent and opaque words with non-derived words, in a context where all forms are inflectionally complex. Our primary question was whether there was evidence for decompositional processing of the derived stems in Polish words – reflected in activation of the LH system that supports combinatorial grammatical processing – or for analysis of these stems as whole forms, reflected in cohort-like competition in the bilateral system.

Overall, we saw speech-driven lexical processing in bilateral temporal areas and in left inferior frontal regions (BA 47). The selective LIFG activation across the three conditions is consistent with earlier results for inflected forms in Polish (Szlachta et al., 2012), and arguably reflects the inflectional complexity of the case-marked nouns used here. A direct comparison between the three conditions revealed significant differences in the bilateral middle temporal gyri, driven by higher activation levels for opaque words compared to transparent and non-derived words. There were no differences between the three conditions in the LIFG. These results mirror the previously obtained English results in three critical respects.

First, there is the increase in activation for semantically opaque words in bilateral temporal areas, where this activity is linked to perceptual competition between the derived stem and its embedded base stem. This closely matches the results in English from Bozic et al. (2013), where semantically opaque forms (archer, breadth) led to increased activation in the bilateral processing system, compared to compositional (bravely) or simple forms (giraffe).

The localisation of this activation was comparable across the two studies, peaking in the posterior middle and superior temporal gyri. These locations correspond to areas associated with lexical access (Hickok & Poeppell, 2007; Tyler & Marslen-Wilson, 2008). In Szlachta et al. (2012), a similar pattern of bilateral temporal activation was linked to perceptual competition between a word and an onset-embedded competitor (e.g., kwitniej/kwit). Similar factors dominate in accessing the lexical representations of Polish derived forms, reflecting cohort-based competition between whole-form representations of opaque derived stems and their onset-embedded stems and pseudostems.

The second major similarity is the absence of selective activation in the LH fronto-temporal system as a function of derivational complexity, even for semantically transparent complex words with regular suffixes like pudełko. This contrasts with the selective activation of the LH system for regular inflected English verbs (Bozic et al., 2010) and for Polish inflected verbs and nouns (Szlachta et al., 2012), all of which are argued to be assembled and disassembled online rather than stored as whole forms. Polish derived stems do not seem to activate the combinatorial LH processing system over and above simple stems, implying that they are not processed decompositionally in the same way as inflectional forms.

Thirdly, just as in the English study, the processing of transparent derived stems like pudełko does not generate increased activation relative to the simple stems. Competition effects in bilateral MTG are driven by the semantically opaque words, suggesting that the onset-embedded stems of transparently derived words do not function as cohort competitors to their full forms. This does not mean, however, that the transparent forms are decompositionally represented, since there is no evidence for the increased activation of LIFG associated with language-specific decompositional processes. Clahsen et al. (2003), based on behavioural data, suggest that semantically transparent derivations with productive affixes (as in the pudełko and bravely sets) are represented as whole forms, but with their morphological structure preserved. This provides a structured overlap between the lexical representations of full forms and of their embedded stems, reducing lexical competition for transparent derivations relative to opaque ones. This is reflected in similar activation levels for transparent and simple forms.

The close similarities, in conclusion, between the neural signatures of derivationally complex forms in English and Polish are consistent with broader inferences about how inflectional and derivational morphological processes interact with the proposed dual system approach. Derivational processes generate new stems in the language, which function neurocognitively as new lexical entities (or lexemes) that are primarily processed by the bilateral temporal systems that handle lexical access for morphologically simple forms. These derived stems enter into combination with inflectional morphemes to form surface phonological words, and it is the presence of these inflectional morphemes (optionally in languages like English, obligatorily in languages like Polish) that seems necessary to trigger selective involvement of the LH perisylvian system.

This analysis is broadly compatible with many aspects of existing linguistic, psycholinguistic and neuropsychological data (e.g. Hamilton & Coslett, 2008; Miceli & Caramazza, 1988). It is also consistent with recent neuroimaging results for the typologically different Finnish language (Leminen et al., 2011, 2013), which suggests wider cross-linguistic parallels. At the same time, the research raises as many questions as it answers. In particular, we need to understand how transparent derived stems combine the properties of whole-form representations with sufficient marking of internal decompositional structure to distinguish them neurocognitively from opaque forms.

4. Methods

4.1. Participants

Twenty-two right-handed native speakers of Polish were recruited for the study (eleven male, age range 18–36, mean age 27.3 years). They all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and no hearing, language or neurological impairments. Their length of stay in the UK did not exceed 6 years (having spent on average 30.8 months in the UK at the time of the study) and they all had at least 12 years of formal education in Poland. Two participants were later removed from the fMRI analyses due to movement artefacts.

4.2. Stimuli

There were three conditions of 60 items each (see Table 1) designed to vary derivational complexity and semantic transparency: (1) Semantically transparent derived nouns: e.g., pudełko, ‘little box’; (2) Semantically opaque derived nouns: e.g., kanapka, ‘sandwich’; and (3) Simple nouns: e.g., kapusta, ‘cabbage’. Transparent and opaque words were constructed using the same four affixes: diminutive -k, -anie/-enie (equivalent of English gerund), -oś (equivalent of English -ness), and -arz (equivalent of English agentive -er). These four affixes were distributed equally (15 items each) across the two conditions. Simple words did not contain embedded stems or derivational suffixes. All forms were inflectionally marked for nominative case, either by an overt affix or by a null morpheme (see Szlachta et al., 2012).

Semantic relatedness ratings between the stem and the derived word were obtained from a group of native Polish speakers using online questionnaires. The participants were asked to rate how similar pairs of words are in meaning on a scale 1–9, where 1 is ‘not similar’ and 9 is ‘very similar’. The questionnaires also con-
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4 The experiment contained a further three inflected verb conditions, addressing a different set of questions. They are treated as fillers here, and the relevant comparisons will be reported elsewhere.

5 The three sets of stimuli are listed in an Appendix in the Supplementary materials.
tained synonyms (e.g., portfel, ‘wallet’ – portmonetka, ‘purse’) and phonologically related words (e.g., skrzydło, ‘wing’ – skrzyjnia, ‘crate’) as fillers. Each word pair was rated by 15–19 participants. The average value was 7.23 for transparent words and 3.80 for opaque (t(118) = −13.56, p < .001).

The three conditions were matched on length (number of phonemes and length of audio file) and form and lemma frequency using Match software (Van Casteren & Davis, 2007).

To match the total word length between conditions and control for the overall amount of processing they trigger, words with longer stems were selected for the simple condition. Average word length (with stem length in brackets) for the transparent, opaque and simple words was 737 (382), 740 (386) and 721 (721) ms respectively; with affix lengths of 355, 354 and 0 ms (data shown in Table S1 in the Supplementary materials). All words were recorded in a sound-proof room by a female native speaker of Polish. They were digitised at a sampling rate of 22 kHz with 16 bit conversion, and processed into separate files using Adobe Audition.

To isolate lexical processing from lower-level auditory processing we used an acoustic baseline called musical rain (MuR). MuR is closely matched to speech in terms of its temporal envelope and amount of energy, but does not produce the perception of speech (for details see Bozic et al., 2010; Uppenkamp, Johnsrude, Norris, Marslen-Wilson, & Patterson, 2006).

4.3. Participants

Participants listened attentively to the stimulus words, and performed an occasional one-back memory task (same/different), intended to maintain attention. Words were played every 3.4 s, and for 5% of the items a question appeared on the screen asking whether the sound they were currently hearing was the same as the previous one. They responded with a button-press (same = YES, different = NO). There were four blocks of 228 items each (with 12 questions per block), and 5 dummy items at the beginning of each block. There were short breaks between the blocks. The stimuli were delivered using in-house software and NNL Electrostatic headphones. A practice session was run outside the scanner prior to the experimental section.

4.4. Data acquisition and analysis

Scanning was performed on a 3T Trio Siemens scanner at the MRC Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit, Cambridge. A fast-sparse gradient-echo EPI sequence was used to avoid scanner noise during stimulus presentation (repetition time [TR] = 3.4 s, acquisition time [TA] = 2 s, echo delay time [TE] = 30 ms, flip angle 78, matrix size 64 × 64, field of view [FOV] = 192 × 192 mm, 32 oblique slices 3 mm thick, 0.75 mm gap). T1-weighted structural scans were obtained for anatomical localisation (3D MPRAGE sequence; 3 mm thick, 0.75 mm gap). T1-weighted structural scans were obtained for anatomical localisation (3D MPRAGE sequence; 3 mm thick, 0.75 mm gap). T1-weighted structural scans were obtained for anatomical localisation (3D MPRAGE sequence; 3 mm thick, 0.75 mm gap). T1-weighted structural scans were obtained for anatomical localisation (3D MPRAGE sequence; 3 mm thick, 0.75 mm gap). T1-weighted structural scans were obtained for anatomical localisation (3D MPRAGE sequence; 3 mm thick, 0.75 mm gap). T1-weighted structural scans were obtained for anatomical localisation (3D MPRAGE sequence; 3 mm thick, 0.75 mm gap).

Data analyses were performed in SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Preprocessing was done using Automated Analysis Recipes version 4 (https://github.com/rodrichusack/automatic-analysis) and included image realignment to correct for movement, segmentation, spatial normalisation to the MNI reference brain, and smoothing using 10 mm isotropic Gaussian kernel. Data were analysed using the general linear model with four blocks and 9 event types (3 noun conditions, 3 verb conditions, MRs, fillers, null). The neural response was modelled with the canonical haemodynamic response function. Motion regressors were included to code for the movement effects. A high-pass filter with a 128 s cutoff was used to remove low-frequency noise. For group random effects analysis the contrast images were combined, and the results were thresholded at voxel level p < .001 (uncorrected) and cluster level p < .05 (corrected for multiple comparisons).

Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bandl.2013.09.001.
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